Effects of toy stimulation on the cognitive, communicative, and emotional functioning of adults in the middle stages of Alzheimer's disease.
Although several clinical reports describe the benefits of toy stimulation for dementia patients, there is little empirical support for this sensory stimulation approach. The purpose of this investigation was to examine the effects of toy stimulation on the language, cognition, and emotional state of patients in the middle stages of Alzheimer's disease (AD) during a formal testing situation. Eighteen patients completed a standardized test battery and picture description task twice, once with and once without a toy stimulus present. Three AD patients completed all tasks four times (twice with and twice without the toy) to examine performance consistency. Although some patients improved their performances in the presence of a toy, there were no significant group differences between the toy and no toy conditions for any experimental measure. Of the three patients who completed experimental tasks twice in the presence of a toy, two displayed some consistent improvements whereas the remaining patient's response pattern was variable. Caregiver feedback regarding toy stimulation was positive. Methodological limitations of the current study and suggestions for future research are discussed. As a result of reading this article, the participant will be able to: (1) summarize the previous literature regarding sensory stimulation treatment approaches for patients with Alzheimer's disease or other dementing illnesses; and (2) describe the effects of toy stimulation on the linguistic and cognitive abilities, and emotional status of patients in the middle stages of Alzheimer's disease.